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Abstract. Existing techniques to encode spatial invariance within deep
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) apply the same warping field to
all the feature channels. This does not account for the fact that the in-
dividual feature channels can represent different semantic parts, which
can undergo different spatial transformations w.r.t. a canonical config-
uration. To overcome this limitation, we introduce a learnable module,
the volumetric transformer network (VTN), that predicts channel-wise
warping fields so as to reconfigure intermediate CNN features spatially
and channel-wisely. We design our VTN as an encoder-decoder network,
with modules dedicated to letting the information flow across the feature
channels, to account for the dependencies between the semantic parts.
We further propose a loss function defined between the warped features
of pairs of instances, which improves the localization ability of VTN. Our
experiments show that VTN consistently boosts the features’ represen-
tation power and consequently the networks’ accuracy on fine-grained
image recognition and instance-level image retrieval.
Keywords: Spatial invariance, attention, feature channels, fine-grained
image recognition, instance-level image retrieval
1 Introduction
Learning discriminative feature representations of semantic object parts is key
to the success of computer vision tasks such as fine-grained image recogni-
tion [16,72], instance-level image retrieval [42,46], and people re-identification [74,35].
This is mainly because, unlike generic image recognition and retrieval [11,13],
solving these tasks requires handling subtle inter-class variations.
A popular approach to extracting object part information consists of ex-
ploiting an attention mechanism within a deep convolutional neural network
(CNN) [20,67,42,65]. While effective at localizing the discriminative parts, such
an approach has limited ability to handle spatial variations due to, e.g., scale,
pose and viewpoint changes, or part deformations, which frequently occur across
different object instances [14,28,10]. To overcome this, recent methods seek to
spatially warp the feature maps of different images to a canonical configuration
so as to remove these variations and thus facilitate the subsequent classifiers
task. This trend was initiated by the spatial transformer networks (STNs) [28],
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Fig. 1. Visualization of VTN: (a) input image and target coordinates for warping
an intermediate CNN feature map, (b) source coordinates obtained using STNs [28]
(top) and SSN [48] (bottom), and (c), (d), (e), and (f) four feature channels and
samplers in VTN. Note that the colors in the warping fields represent the corresponding
target coordinates. Unlike STNs [28] that applies the same warping field across all the
feature channels, VTN maps the individual channels independently to the canonical
configuration, by localizing different semantic parts in different channels.
of which many variants were proposed, using a recurrent formalism [37], polar
transformations [12], deformable convolutional kernels [10], and attention based
samplers [48,73]. All of these methods apply the same warping field to all the
feature channels. This, however, does not account for the findings of [49,5,18],
which have shown that the different feature channels of standard image classi-
fiers typically relate to different semantic concepts, such as object parts. Because
these semantic parts undergo different transformations w.r.t. the canonical con-
figuration, e.g., the wings of a bird may move while its body remains static, the
corresponding feature channels need to be transformed individually.
In this paper, we address this by introducing a learnable module, the vol-
umetric transformer network (VTN), that predicts channel-wise warping fields.
As illustrated by Fig. 1, this allows us to correctly account for the different
transformations of different semantic parts by reconfiguring the intermediate
features of a CNN spatially and channel-wisely. To achieve this while nonethe-
less accounting for the dependencies between the different semantic parts, we
introduce an encoder-decoder network that lets information flow across the orig-
inal feature channels. Specifically, our encoder relies on a channel-squeeze mod-
ule that aggregates information across the channels, while our decoder uses a
channel-expansion component that distributes it back to the original features.
As shown in previous works [28,69,37,12], training a localization network to
achieve spatial invariance is challenging, and most methods [28,69,37,12] rely on
indirect supervision via a task-dependent loss function, as supervision for the
warping fields is typically unavailable. This, however, does not guarantee that
the warped features are consistent across different object instances. To improve
the localization ability of the predicted warping fields, we further introduce a
loss function defined between the warped features of pairs of instances, so as
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to encourage similarity between the representation of same-class instances while
pushing that of different-class instances apart.
Our experiments on fine-grained image recognition [64,32,40,22] and instance-
level image retrieval [46], performed using several backbone networks and pooling
methods, evidence that our VTNs consistently boost the features’ representation
power and consequently the networks’ accuracy.
2 Related Work
Attention mechanisms. As argued in [76], spatial deformation modeling meth-
ods [28,37,10,48], including VTNs, can be viewed as hard attention mechanisms,
in that they localize and attend to the discriminative image parts. Attention
mechanisms in neural networks have quickly gained popularity in diverse com-
puter vision and natural language processing tasks, such as relational reasoning
among objects [4,52], image captioning [67], neural machine translation [3,61],
image generation [68,71], and image recognition [23,63]. They draw their inspi-
ration from the human visual system, which understands a scene by capturing
a sequence of partial glimpses and selectively focusing on salient regions [27,34].
Unlike methods that consider spatial attention [20,67,42,65], some works [62,70,23,15]
have attempted to extract channel-wise attention based on the observation that
different feature channels can encode different semantic concepts [49,5,18], so
as to capture the correlations among those concepts. In those cases, however,
spatial attention was ignored. While some methods [7,65] have tried to learn spa-
tial and channel-wise attention simultaneously, they only predict a fixed spatial
attention with different channel attentions. More importantly, attention mech-
anisms have limited ability to handle spatial variations due to, e.g., scale, pose
and viewpoint changes, or part deformations [14,28,10].
Spatial invariance. Recent work on spatial deformation modeling seeks to
spatially warp the features to a canonical configuration so as to facilitate recog-
nition [28,37,10,12,48]. STNs [28] explicitly allow the spatial manipulation of
feature maps within the network while attending to the discriminative parts.
Their success inspired many variants that use, e.g., a recurrent formalism [37],
polar transformations [12], deformable convolutional kernels [10], and attention
based warping [48,73]. These methods typically employ an additional network,
called localization network, to predict a warping field, which is then applied to all
the feature channels identically. Conceptually, this corresponds to using hard at-
tention [20,67,42,65], but it improves spatial invariance. While effective, this ap-
proach concentrates on finding the regions that are most discriminative across all
the feature channels. To overcome this, some methods use multi-branches [28,72],
coarse-to-fine schemes [16], and recurrent formulations [36], but they remain lim-
ited to considering a pre-defined number of discriminative parts, which restricts
their effectiveness and flexibility.
Fine-grained image recognition. To learn discriminative feature representa-
tions of object parts, conventional methods first localize these parts and then
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classify the whole image based on the discriminative regions. These two-step
methods [6,25] typically require bounding box or keypoint annotations of ob-
jects or parts, which are hard to collect. To alleviate this, recent methods aim to
automatically localize the discriminative object parts using an attention mech-
anism [16,72,36,58,51,48,8,73] in an unsupervised manner, without part annota-
tions. However, these methods do not search for semantic part representations
in the individual feature channels, which limits their ability to boost the fea-
ture representation power. Recently, Chen et al. [8] proposed a destruction and
construction learning strategy that injects more discriminative local details into
the classification network. However, the problem of explicitly processing the in-
dividual feature channels remains untouched.
Instance-level image retrieval. While image retrieval was traditionally tack-
led using local invariant features [39,41] or bag-of-words (BoW) models [56,1],
recent methods use deep CNNs [2,59,30,59,42,47] due to their better represen-
tation ability. In this context, the main focus has been on improving the feature
representation power of pretrained backbone networks [33,55,21], typically by de-
signing pooling mechanisms to construct a global feature, such as max-pooling
(MAC) [59], sum-pooling (SPoC) [2], weighted sum-pooling (CroW) [30], re-
gional max-pooling (R-MAC) [59], and generalized mean-pooling (GeM) [47].
These pooling strategies, however, do not explicitly leverage the discrimina-
tive parts, and neither do the methods [19,47] that have tried to fine-tune the
pretrained backbone networks [33,55,21]. While the approach of [42] does, by
learning spatial attention, it ignores the channel-wise variations. Taking such
variations into account is the topic of this paper.
3 Volumetric Transformer Networks
3.1 Preliminaries
Let us denote an intermediate CNN feature map as U ∈ RH×W×K , with height
H, width W , and K channels. To attend to the discriminative object parts and
reduce the inter-instance spatial variations in the feature map, recent works [28,69,37,12]
predict a warping field to transform the features to a canonical pose. This is
achieved via a module that takes U as input and outputs the parameters defin-
ing a warping field G ∈ RH×W×2 to be applied to U . The representation in the
canonical pose is then obtained via a feature sampling mechanism, which, for
every pixel i in the output representation, produces a warped feature such that
V (i) = U(i + G(i)). As argued above, while this reduces spatial variations and
lets the network focus on discriminative image regions, the same warping field is
applied across all the channels, without considering the different semantic mean-
ings of these individual channels. Moreover, this does not explicitly constrain the
warped features of different instances of the same class to be consistent.
3.2 Motivation and Overview
By contrast, our volumetric transformer network (VTN), which we introduce in
the remainder of this section, encodes the observation that each channel in an
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Fig. 2. Intuition of VTNs: (a) target coordinates for warping an intermediate CNN
feature map and source coordinates obtained using (b) STNs [28], (c) SSN [48], and
(d) VTNs, which predict channel-wise warping fields.
intermediate CNN feature map acts as a pattern detector, i.e., high-level chan-
nels detect high-level semantic patterns, such as parts and objects [5,7,18,65],
and, because these patterns can undergo different transformations, one should
separately attend to the discriminative parts represented by the individual chan-
nels to more effectively warp them to the canonical pose. To achieve this, unlike
existing spatial deformation modeling methods [28,37,10,48], which apply the
same warping field to all the feature channels, as in Fig. 2(b), our VTN predicts
channel-wise warping fields, shown in Fig. 2(d).
Concretely, a VTN produces a warping field Gc ∈ RH×W×2 for each channel
c. Rather than estimating the warping field of each channel independently, to
account for dependencies between the different semantic parts, we design two
modules, the channel squeeze and expansion modules, that let information flow
across the channels. Furthermore, to improve the computational efficiency and
localization accuracy, we build a group sampling and normalization module, and
a transformation probability inference module at the first and last layer of VTN,
respectively. To train the network, instead of relying solely on a task-dependent
loss function as in [28,37,10,48], which may yield poorly-localized warping fields,
we further introduce a loss function based on the distance between the warped
features of pairs of instances, thus explicitly encouraging the warped features to
be consistent across different instances of the same class.
3.3 Volumetric Transformation Estimator
Perhaps the most straightforward way to estimate channel-wise warping fields
is to utilize convolutional layers that take the feature map U as input and out-
put the warping fields G = {Gc} ∈ RH×W×2×K . This strategy, however, uses
separate convolution kernels for each warping field Gc, which might be subject
to overfitting because of the large number of parameters involved. As an alter-
native, one can predict each warping field Gc independently, by taking only the
corresponding feature channel Uc ∈ RH×W×1 as input. This, however, would fail
to account for the inter-channel relationships, and may be vulnerable to out-
lier channels that, on their own, contain uninformative features but can yet be
supported by other channels [18,71,29].
To alleviate these limitations, we introduce the channel squeeze and expan-
sion modules, which yield a trade-off between the two extreme solutions discussed
above. We first decompose the input feature map across the channel dimension,
6 S. Kim et al.
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Fig. 3. VTN architecture. A VTN consists of a group sampling and normalization
module, sequential spatial convolutions, channel squeeze and expansion modules, and
a transformation probability inference module.
and apply a shared convolution to each of the K channels. We then combine the
original feature channels into K ′ new channels by a channel-squeeze module, pa-
rameterized by a learned matrix Wcs, in the encoder and expand these squeezed
feature channels into K channels by a channel-expansion module, parameterized
by a learned matrix Wce, in the decoder.
Formally, as depicted by Fig. 3, let us define an intermediate CNN feature
map after a forward pass through an encoder as Y = F(U ;Ws) ∈ RH×W×D×K ,
where each feature channel is processed independently with spatial convolution
parameters Ws shared across the channels, introducing an additional dimension
of size D. We introduce a channel squeeze module, with parameters Wcs ∈
RK×K′ , K ′ < K, applied to the reshaped Y ∈ RHWD×K , whose role is to
aggregate the intermediate features so as to output Z = F(Y ;Wcs) ∈ RHWD×K′ ,
which can also be reshaped to RH×W×D×K′ . In short, this operation allows the
network to learn how to combine the initial K channels so as to leverage the
inter-channel relationships while keeping the number of trainable parameters
reasonable. We then incorporate a channel expansion module, with parameters
Wce ∈ RK′×K , which performs the reverse operation, thereby enlarging the
feature map Z ∈ RH×W×D×K′ back into a representation with K channels.
This is achieved through a decoder.
We exploit sequential spatial convolution and channel squeeze modules in
the encoder, and sequential spatial convolution and channel expansion modules
in the decoder. In our experiments, the volumetric transformation estimator
consists of an encoder with 4 spatial convolution and channel squeeze modules
followed by max-pooling, and a decoder with 4 spatial convolution and channel
expansion modules followed by upsampling. Each convolution module follows
the architecture Convolution-BatchNorm-ReLU [26].
Grouping the channels. In practice, most state-of-the-art networks [55,21,24]
extract high-dimensional features, and thus processing all the initial feature
channels as described above can be computationally prohibitive. To overcome
this, we propose a group sampling and normalization module inspired by group
normalization [66] and attention mechanisms [65]. Concretely, a group sampling
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the learned probability of transformation candidates: (a) input
image, (b) arbitrary feature channel, and (c) and (d) probabilities of points A and B in
(b), respectively. VTNs estimate the probability of transformation candidates, instead
of directly estimating the warping fields.
and normalization module takes the feature map U as input and separates it
into C groups following the sequential order of the channels. We then aggre-
gate the features Uc in each group c ∈ {1, . . . , C} by using two pooling op-
erations: Umaxc ∈ RH×W×1 and Uavgc ∈ RH×W×1, and concatenate them as
Xc ∈ RH×W×2, followed by group normalization without per-channel linear
transform [66]. We then take the resulting X = {Xc} ∈ RH×W×2×K as input to
the volumetric transformation estimator described above, instead of U .
Probabilistic transformation modeling. Unlike existing spatial deformation
modeling methods [28,37] that rely on parametric models, e.g., affine transfor-
mation, VTNs estimate non-parametric warping fields, thus having more flexibil-
ity. However, regressing the warping fields directly may perform poorly because
the mapping from the features to the warping fields adds unnecessary learning
complexity. To alleviate this, inspired by [60,57], we design a probabilistic trans-
formation inference module that predicts probabilities for warping candidates,
instead of directly estimating the warping field. Specifically, we predict the prob-
ability Pc(i, j) of each candidate j ∈ Ni at each pixel i, and compute the warping
field Gc by aggregating these probabilities as
Gc(i) =
∑
j∈Ni
Pc(i, j)(j − i). (1)
Furthermore, instead of predicting the probability Pc(i, j) directly, we compute
a residual probability and then use a softmax layer such that
Pc(i, j) = Ψ ((U
max
c (j) + U
avg
c (j) + Ec(i, j)) /β) , (2)
where Ec ∈ RH×W×|Ni| is the output of the volumetric transformation estimator
whose the size depends on the number of candidates |Ni|. Note that Ec(i, j) is a
scalar because i denotes a spatial point over H×W and j indexes a point among
all candidates. Ψ(·) is the softmax operator and β is a parameter adjusting the
sharpness of the softmax output. At initialization, the network parameters are
set to predict zeros, i.e., Ec(i, j) = 0, thus the warping fields are determined by
candidate feature responses Umaxc + U
avg
c , which provide good starting points.
As training progresses, the network provides increasingly regularized warping
fields. This is used as the last layer of the VTN. Fig. 4 visualizes the learned
probability of some transformation candidates.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of training VTNs
using our consistency loss function. By
simultaneously exploiting a sample from
the same class and another sample from
a different class, our consistency loss
function improves the localization abil-
ity and the discriminative power of the
intermediate features.
3.4 Loss Function
Similarly to existing deformation modeling methods [28,69,37,12], our network
can be learned using only the final task-dependent loss function Ltask, with-
out using ground-truth warping fields, since all modules are differentiable. This,
however, does not explicitly constrain the warped features obtained from the pre-
dicted warping fields to be consistent across different object instances of the same
class. To overcome this, we draw our inspiration from semantic correspondence
works [50,31], and introduce an additional loss function modeling the intuition
that the warped features of two instances of the same class should match and be
similar. The simplest approach to encoding this consists of using a square loss
between such features, which yields
L =
∑
i
‖V (i)− V ′(i)‖2, (3)
where V and V ′ are the warped feature maps of two instances of the same class.
Minimizing this loss function, however, can induce erroneous solutions, such as
constant features at all the pixels. To avoid such trivial solutions, we use a triplet
loss function [54,69] simultaneously exploiting a sample V ′ from the same class
as V and another sample V ′′ from a different class. We then express our loss as
Lcons =
∑
i
[‖V (i)− V ′(i)‖2 − ‖V (i)− V ′′(i)‖2 + α]
+
, (4)
where α > 0 is a threshold parameter and [·]+ = max(·, 0). Our loss function
jointly encourages the instances’ features from the same class to be similar, and
the instances’ features from different classes to be dissimilar. Together, this helps
to improve the features’ discriminative power, which is superior to relying solely
on a task-dependent loss function, as in previous methods [28,69,37,12]. Note
that our approach constitutes the first attempt at learning warping fields that
generate consistent warped features across object instances. To train our VTNs,
we then use the total loss Ltotal = Ltask + λLcons with balancing parameter λ.
Fig. 5 depicts the training procedure of VTNs.
3.5 Implementation and Training Details
We implemented VTNs using the Pytorch library [43]. In our experiments, we
use VGGNet [55] and ResNet [21] backbones pretrained on ImageNet [11]. We
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Methods Backbone [64] [32] [40]
Base
VGG-19 71.4 68.7 80.7
ResNet-50 74.6 70.4 82.1
Def-Conv [10]
VGG-19 74.2 70.1 82.6
ResNet-50 76.7 72.1 83.7
STNs [28]
VGG-19 72.1 69.2 81.1
ResNet-50 76.5 71.0 81.2
SSN [48]
VGG-19 75.1 72.7 84.6
ResNet-50 77.7 74.8 83.1
ASN [73]
VGG-19 76.2 74.1 82.4
ResNet-50 78.9 75.2 85.7
VTNs wo/Wcs,Wce
VGG-19 77.8 78.6 86.1
ResNet-50 80.1 81.4 86.9
VTNs wo/Group
VGG-19 76.3 76.1 84.4
ResNet-50 77.2 79.1 82.4
VTNs wo/T-Probability
VGG-19 78.1 79.7 84.9
ResNet-50 79.0 80.4 85.1
VTNs wo/Lcons VGG-19 79.2 80.2 87.1
ResNet-50 82.4 82.1 84.9
VTNs
VGG-19 80.4 81.9 87.4
ResNet-50 83.1 82.7 89.2
Table 1. Accuracy of VTNs compared to spatial deformation modeling methods on
fine-grained image recognition benchmarks (CUB-Birds [64], Stanford-Cars [32], and
FGVC-Aircraft [40]).
build VTNs on the last convolution layers of each network. For fine-grained
image recognition, we replace the 1000-way softmax layer with a k-way softmax
layer, where k is number of classes in the dataset [64,32,40,22], and fine-tune
the networks on the dataset. The input images were resized to a fixed resolution
of 512 × 512 and randomly cropped to 448 × 448. We apply random rotations
and random horizontal flips for data augmentation. For instance-level image
retrieval, we utilize the last convolutional features after the VTNs as global
representation. To train VTNs, we follow the experimental protocols of [47,19].
We set the hyper-parameters by cross-validation on CUB-Birds [64], and then
used the same values for all experiments. We set the size of the transformation
candidates |Ni| = 11× 11, the parameter β = 10, the number of groups C = 32,
and the balancing parameter λ = 1. We also set the threshold parameter α = 20
for VGGNet [55] and α = 30 for ResNet [21], respectively, because they have
different feature distributions. The source code is available online at our project
webpage: http://github.com/seungryong/VTNs/.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Setup
In this section, we comprehensively analyze and evaluate VTNs on two tasks:
fine-grained image recognition and instance-level image retrieval. First, we an-
alyze the influence of the different components of VTNs compared to existing
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Fig. 6. Comparison of VTN warping fields with those of existing deformation model-
ing methods [28,48] on examples from CUB-Birds [64]: (a) input images and source
coordinates obtained using (b) STNs [28], (c) SSN [48], (d) ASN [73], and (e), (f), (g),
and (h) four feature channel samplers in VTNs. Points with the same color in different
images are projected to the same point in the canonical pose. This shows that VTNs
not only localize different semantic parts in different channels but identify the same
points across different images.
spatial deformation modeling methods [28,10,48,73] and the impact of combining
VTNs with different backbone networks [55,21] and second-order pooling strate-
gies [38,17,9,36,35]. Second, we compare VTNs with the state-of-the-art methods
on fine-grained image recognition benchmarks [64,32,40,22]. Finally, we evaluate
them on instance-level image retrieval benchmarks [46].
4.2 Fine-grained Image Recognition
Analysis of the VTN components. To validate the different components of
our VTNs, we compare them with previous spatial deformation modeling meth-
ods, such as STNs [28], deformable convolution (Def-Conv) [10], saliency-based
sampler (SSN) [48], and attention-based sampler (ASN) [73] on fine-grained im-
age recognition benchmarks, such as CUB-Birds [64], Stanford-Cars [32], and
FGVC-Aircraft [40]. For the comparison to be fair, we apply these methods at
the same layer as ours, i.e., the last convolutional layer. In this set of experi-
ments, we utilize VGGNet-19 [55] and ResNet-50 [21] as backbone networks. As
an ablation study, we evaluate VTNs without the channel squeeze and expan-
sion modules, denoted by VTNs wo/Wcs,Wce, without the group sampling and
normalization module, denoted by VTNs wo/Group, and without the transfor-
mation probability inference module, denoted by VTNs wo/T-Probability. We
further report the results of VTNs trained without our consistency loss function,
denoted by VTNs wo/Lcons.
The results are provided in Table 1 and Fig. 6. Note that all versions of our
approach outperform the existing deformation modeling methods [28,10,48,73].
Among these versions, considering jointly spatial and channel-wise deforma-
tion fields through our squeeze and expansion modules improves the results.
The group sampling and normalization and transformation probability inference
modules also boost the results. Using the consistency loss function Lcons further
yields higher accuracy by favoring learning a warping to a consistent canonical
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Methods [64] [32] [40]
Base 74.6 70.4 82.1
BP [38] 80.2 81.5 84.8
CBP [17] 81.6 81.6 88.6
KP [9] 83.2 82.9 89.9
MPN-COV [36] 84.2 83.1 89.7
iSQRT-COV [35] 88.1 90.0 92.8
Base+VTNs 83.1 82.7 89.2
BP [38]+VTNs 84.9 84.1 90.6
CBP [17]+VTNs 85.2 84.2 91.2
KP [9]+VTNs 85.1 83.2 91.7
MPN-COV [36]+VTNs 86.7 88.1 90.6
iSQRT-COV [35]+VTNs 89.6 93.3 93.4
Table 2. Accuracy of VTNs incorporated with second-order pooling methods on
fine-grained image recognition benchmarks (CUB-Birds [64], Stanford-Cars [32], and
FGVC-Aircraft [40]).
Methods Backbone [64] [32] [40]
RA-CNN [16] 3×VGG-19 85.3 92.5 88.2
MA-CNN [72] 3×VGG-19 86.5 92.8 89.9
DFL-CNN [63] ResNet-50 87.4 93.1 91.7
DT-RAM [36] ResNet-50 87.4 93.1 91.7
MAMC [58] ResNet-50 86.5 93.0 92.9
NTSN [58] 3×ResNet-50 87.5 91.4 93.1
DCL [8]
VGG-16 86.9 94.1 91.2
ResNet-50 87.8 94.5 93.0
TASN [73]
VGG-19 86.1 93.2 -
ResNet-50 87.9 93.8 -
[35]+TASN [73] ResNet-50 89.1 - -
DCL [8]+VTNs ResNet-50 89.2 95.1 93.4
[35]+VTNs ResNet-50 89.6 93.3 93.4
[35]+TASN [73]+VTNs ResNet-50 91.2 95.9 94.5
Table 3. Accuracy of VTNs compared to the state-of-the-art methods on fine-grained
image recognition benchmarks (CUB-Birds [64], Stanford-Cars [32], and FGVC-
Aircraft [40]).
configuration of instances of the same class and improving the discriminative
power of the intermediate features.
Incorporating second-order pooling strategies. While our VTNs can be
used on their own, they can also integrate second-order pooling schemes, such
as bilinear pooling (BP) [38], compact BP (CBP) [17], kernel pooling (KP) [9],
matrix power normalized covariance pooling (MPN-COV) [36], and iterative ma-
trix square root normalization of covariance pooling (iSQRT-COV) [35], which
yield state-of-the-art results on fine-grained image recognition. In this set of ex-
periments, we use ResNet-50 [21] as backbone. As shown in Table 2, our VTNs
consistently outperform the corresponding pooling strategy on its own, thus con-
firming the benefits of using channel-wise warped regions.
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Super Class ResNet [21] SSN [48] TASN [73] [35]+VTNs
Plantae 60.3 63.9 66.6 68.6
Insecta 69.1 74.7 77.6 79.1
Aves 59.1 68.2 72.0 72.9
Reptilia 37.4 43.9 46.4 48.1
Mammalia 50.2 55.3 57.7 60.6
Fungi 62.5 64.2 70.3 72.1
Amphibia 41.8 50.2 51.6 53.9
Mollusca 56.9 61.5 64.7 66.3
Animalia 64.8 67.8 71.0 73.2
Arachnida 64.8 73.8 75.1 78.2
Actinoopterygii 57.0 60.3 65.5 68.4
Chromista 57.6 57.6 62.5 64.0
Protozoa 78.1 79.5 79.5 81.1
Total 58.4 63.1 66.2 68.2
Table 4. Accuracy of VTNs compared to the state-of-the-art methods on iNaturalist-
2017 [22].
Methods top-1 err. top-5 err.
GoogLeNet+GAP [75] 59.00 -
VGGNet+ACoL [70] 54.08 43.49
ResNet+GCAM [53] 53.42 43.12
ResNet+STNs [28]+GCAM [53] 54.21 43.33
ResNet+VTNs+GCAM [53] 52.18 41.76
Table 5. Localization errors on CUB-Birds [64].
Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods. We also compare VTNs
with the state-of-the-art fine-grained image recognition methods, such as RA-
CNN [16], MA-CNN [72], DFL-CNN [63], DT-RAM [36], MAMC [58], NTSN [58],
DCL [8], and TASN [73]. Since our VTN is designed as a generic drop-in layer
that can be combined with existing backbones and pooling strategies, we report
the results of VTNs combined with DCL [8], TASN [73], and iSQRT-COV [35],
which are the top-performers on this task. As can be seen in Table 3, our method
outperforms the state of the art in most cases. In Table 4, we further evaluate
VTNs with iSQRT-COV [35] on iNaturalist-2017 [22], the largest fine-grained
recognition dataset, on which we consistently outperform the state of the art.
Network visualization. To analyze the feature representation capability of
VTNs, we applied Grad-CAM (GCAM) [53], which uses gradients to calculate
the importance of the spatial locations, to STN- and VTN-based networks. As
shown in Fig. 7 and Table 5, compared to the ResNet-50 [21] backbone, STNs [28]
only focus on the most discriminative parts, and thus discard other important
parts. Unlike them, VTNs improve the feature representation power by allowing
the networks to focus on the most discriminative parts represented by each
feature channel.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 7. Network visualization using Grad-CAM [53]: (a), (e) input images, (b), (f)
ResNet-50 [21], (c), (g) ResNet-50 with STNs [28], and (d), (h) ResNet-50 with VTNs.
Fig. 8. Visualization of warping fields of VTNs at each channel on some instances of
the ROxford and RParis benchmarks [46]. VTNs not only localize different semantic
parts in different channels but identify the same points across different images.
4.3 Instance-level Image Retrieval
Finally, we evaluate our VTNs on the task of instance-level image retrieval us-
ing the ROxford and RParis benchmarks [46], which address some limitations
of the standard Oxford-5K [44] and Paris-6K benchmarks [45], such as annota-
tion errors, size of the dataset, and level of difficulty, and comprise 4,993 and
6,322 images, respectively. Following standard practice, we use the mean average
precision (mAP) [44] for quantitative evaluation. We follow the evaluation pro-
tocol of [46], using two evaluation setups (Medium and Hard). As baselines, we
use a pretrained ResNet-50 [21] backbone, followed by various pooling methods,
such as MAC [59], SPoC [2], CroW [30], R-MAC [59], and GeM [47]. We also
evaluate deep local attentive features (DELF) [42] with an aggregated selective
match kernel [59] and spatial verification [44] that learns spatial attention, and
incorporate our VTNs into them. Furthermore, we report the results of end-to-
end training techniques [47,19], and incorporate our VTNs on top of them. As
evidenced by our significantly better results in Table 6, focusing on the most
discriminative parts at each feature channel is one of the key to the success of
instance-level image retrieval. Note that the comparison with STNs shows the
benefits of our approach, which accounts for different semantic concepts across
different feature channels and thus, even for rigid objects, is able to learn more
discriminative feature representations than a global warping. Fig. 8 visualizes
some warping fields of VTNs.
5 Conclusion
We have introduced VTNs that predict channel-wise warping fields to boost the
representation power of an intermediate CNN feature map by reconfiguring the
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Methods
Medium Hard
ROxf RPar ROxf RPar
Pretr.+MAC [59] 41.7 66.2 18.0 44.1
Pretr.+SPoC [2] 39.8 69.2 12.4 44.7
Pretr.+CroW [30] 42.4 70.4 13.3 47.2
Pretr.+GeM [47] 45.0 70.7 17.7 48.7
Pretr.+R-MAC [59] 49.8 74.0 18.5 52.1
DELF [42,59,44] 67.8 76.9 43.1 55.4
[47]+GeM 64.7 77.2 38.5 56.3
[19]+R-MAC 60.9 78.9 32.4 59.4
[19]+R-MAC+STNs [28] 61.3 79.4 36.1 59.8
DELF [42,59,44]+VTNs 69.7 78.1 45.1 56.4
[47]+GeM+VTNs 67.4 80.5 45.5 57.1
[19]+R-MAC+VTNs 65.6 82.7 43.3 60.9
Table 6. Comparison of VTNs with the state-of-the-art methods on the ROxford and
RParis benchmarks [46].
features spatially and channel-wisely. VTNs account for the fact that the indi-
vidual feature channels can represent different semantic information and require
different spatial transformations. To this end, we have developed an encoder-
decoder network that relies on channel squeeze and expansion modules to ac-
count for inter-channel relationships. To improve the localization ability of the
predicted warping fields, we have further introduced a loss function defined be-
tween the warped features of pairs of instances. Our experiments have shown that
VTNs consistently boost the features’ representation power and consequently the
networks’ accuracy on fine-grained image recognition and instance-level image
retrieval tasks. In the future, we will aim to apply VTNs to other tasks, such as
person re-identification and local feature matching.
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